Additive log-logistic model for networked video quality assessment.
Modeling subjective opinions on visual quality is a challenging problem, which closely relates to many factors of the human perception. In this paper, the additive log-logistic model (ALM) is proposed to formulate such a multidimensional nonlinear problem. The log-logistic model has flexible monotonic or nonmonotonic partial derivatives and thus is suitable to model various uni-type impairments. The proposed ALM metric adds the distortions due to each type of impairment in a log-logistic transformed space of subjective opinions. The features can be evaluated and selected by classic statistical inference, and the model parameters can be easily estimated. Cross validations on five Telecommunication Standardization Sector of International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T) subjectively-rated databases confirm that: 1) based on the same features, the ALM outperforms the support vector regression and the logistic model in quality prediction and, 2) the resultant no-reference quality met-ric based on impairment-relevant video parameters achieves high correlation with a total of 27 216 subjective opinions on 1134 video clips, even compared with existing full-reference quality metrics based on pixel differences. The ALM metric wins the model competition of the ITU-T Study Group 12 (where the validation databases are independent with the training databases) and thus is being put forth into ITU-T Recommendation P.1202.2 for the consent of ITU-T.